New at the Library

PODS

The library has added new seating to its 24/7 lobby area, giving students a greater variety of workspaces.

We’ve installed a large flat screen monitor for sharing laptop views. Keyboard and mouse are available.

Book/Computer Stand

Student Workers

My name is Daniela Giachetti. I am majoring in Biology and Spanish. I love playing soccer, but the dream is to go to medical school.

New Technology

The library has added 5 new MacBooks for student use.

Cooling Pads

If your MacBook get too hot while you do your blazing research, you can check out one of our cooling pads.

My name is Sibel Bode. I am enrolled in the Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College with a double concentration in Environmental Science and Political Science. I hope to be an orthodontist eventually.
Art Outreach – Diane Arrieta

IHP Curatorial Lab

IHP (International Humanities Project) Curatorial lab is a think tank of professional artists, curators, academics and scientists who convene for the purpose of fostering critical dialog and new paradigms related to contemporary art practices. Objectives of the cooperative include mentoring, critiquing, critical writing, scholarly research and collaborative project development—for cultural curation. We are putting behind the standard practice of curator, gallery, and exhibition.

We feel it is vital for the artist to be an integral part of project development to bring creative input to a new level. All projects are meant to be 100% collaborative with non-profits, museums, corporations and advertisers to expand a far reach into the community on a global scale. The aim is to curate a socially relevant event [which includes visual art] that can bring change and help groups of individuals. FAU is a programming partner with IHP.

Diane Arrieta (IHP Founding Director) aka birds are nice!

As part of the library art outreach, Diane attended and ran this roundtable talk as part of the IHP Curatorial Lab project.

Library Blogs

Art Blog – Follow this link for artist information, important exhibition dates, and art events.

Science Blog – Find stories relating to science and the environment.

Follow the library on Twitter!

Move-in Day Fall 2016

Diane Arrieta, Marilee Brown, and Gabrielle Vitucci were part of the campus wide effort to welcome our new students!
Library Travels

Assistant Director Leah Plocharczyk attended the Harvard Graduate School of Education’s Leadership Institute for Academic Librarians (LIAL) from July 31-August 5. During this six day intensive program Leah worked closely with her classmates and instructors to learn techniques and tools that will better prepare her to meet the challenges that face academic libraries in today’s rapidly changing environment. The Institute’s curriculum and classroom approach was a blend of lectures, class discussions, and personal reflection activities supported by a series reading assignments based on the current leadership literature and case studies. The experience was transformational and Leah is excited to apply what she learned as she continues in her career.

College of Education professor, Dr. Roberta Weber and Campus Library Director, Ethan Allen presented their research findings at the annual meeting of AUCEi, held at Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland. Their presentation, titled “Are Doctoral Dissertations Topics Aligned with Current Educational Problems? An American Perspective”, was given before an international gathering of educators. The research findings were obtained by investigating 231 FAU College of Education doctoral dissertations, which were assessed in terms of their alignment with 22 of the most critical educational issues facing American education. Library staff were also involved in the data collection for the study, which was a very intensive process.

Academy for Community Inclusion Book Club

Meets Tuesdays at 2 pm

Cricket at Trinity
Recording Studio

Our new recording studio is now operational and available on a reserved basis. You can request a time slot from the Jupiter Library home page.

Charging Station

The charging station has been re-located to the area to the left of the water fountains. Happy charging!

THE STAND UP! ACTION ART POSTCARD CAMPAIGN 2016

The library Collaborated with the Climate Action Coalition of South Florida and Artists for Climate Action.

Artists for Climate Action

We held a Stand up for Climate postcard event on August 29th at the Harriet L. Wilkes honors College. We got around 118 cards signed, and had a second event at Clubfest on Sept 8th. We have a great group of students here! Here are some pics of Aaron and Jeffrey signing the postcards.
Library Display

Presidential Politics

The Complete Presidential Pez Collection

Honors College Theses

A sampling of presidential campaign posters

First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy
Honors College Theses - Politics

An empirical examination of the President as a policy entrepreneur: health care (1959-2004)

Skylar Smith

*Thesis Advisor: Dr. Martin Sweet*

Rediscovering the American Dream: defining the complex creed in the inaugural addresses of President George W. Bush and President Barack Obama

Vincent J. Scerbo

*Thesis Advisor: Dr. Christopher Strain*

Hillary Rodham Clinton: feminism, success, and the First Ladyship

Heather J. Boyer

*Thesis Advisor: Dr. Wairimu Njambi*

*These theses are also available as e-books*
Fall Hours

Monday – Thursday  8:30 AM – 9:00 PM
Friday      8:30 AM – 5:00 PM
Saturday  11:00 AM – 6:00 PM
Sunday  12:30 PM – 9:00 PM